Luminance field of the façades:
from aggressive to attractive lighting
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Abstract— The paper represents the methodology used to
support a Light Pollution initiative, inside the STARS4ALL
program. The purpose of this initiative is to involve a large number
of participants in a qualitative but also quantitative assessment of
lighting solutions for façades. The purpose is to discover the light
pollution sources. The method is based on digital camera
calibration, to obtain the luminance map of the visual field. Details
about absolute values for luminance, illuminance of facades and
also contrast of luminance are available.

For this, a MATLAB function was realized, giving the
possibility to compute a large number of photos, by any nonspecialized person. In this function, the calibration of the camera
is included, with details for further calibration.

Keywords— Light pollution, camera calibration, luminance
measurement;

II. THE LUMINANCE MAPS

I. INTRODUCTION
The paper is focused on the architectural lighting of the
façade. This topic represents an important source of light
pollution. In our days, the beautification of the city increase the
level of architectural lighting, applied to the number of the
façades but also in light level. A large scale of this light is spill
to the sky, generating all negative effects of light pollution.
The approach is based on photographic method to measure
the luminance of the façades. Using qualitative assessment,
pictures will be indexed with a qualitative criterion (aggressive
or attractive), but most important, with a quantitative criterion
(measured luminance). The luminance is not a common physical
value used to characterize the lighting (as illumination in lux or
luminous flux in lumen), because the measurements are not so
easy or cheap. Despite of this, the luminance is the most
important factor for vision. Using luminance, one can
characterize a satisfactory vision, but with minimum light
pollution.
Raising the awareness is realized through the involvement of
the students in engineering (civil engineering) and architecture.
The paper is supported by STARS4ALL program, Light Pollution
Initiatives

The qualitative criterion is not sufficient for light pollution
reduction. Qualitative assessment is based on visual observation,
on site or using images. One notice that even specialists could
be influenced by subjective judgement, due the eye adaptation.
In the context of the intensification of light pollution, the
situation of architectural lighting was poorly understood and
even misunderstood. An example is [1], where the problem is
approached similarly to visual comfort in general, for various
visual tasks. Thus, ... " as a result of responders’ individual
aesthetic preferences set of average luminance of respective
facade zones were obtained. During statistical analysis of the
results, elements of interval estimation were used to assess an
average value of the luminance levels of illuminated facade
zones, with a probability equal to a confidence coefficient. The
results of statistical studies enabled the determination of the
most preferred illumination levels of respective facade zones as
well as the average luminance levels of those areas”. We cannot
agree, because for architectural lighting the problem must be
formulated differently: how can a maximum visual effect (not
visibility) be achieved with a minimum light flux? Because if we
leave the eye and the subjective impression to impose the
solutions, it is clear that a tendency to increase the level of
illumination and, implicitly, of the light pollution will be
imposed.
An argument for the reduced possibilities of using the eye as
a "tool" for the qualitative assessment of the luminous
environment can be found in [2], where subjectivism is replaced
by the digital image. Moreover, the method is applied to the
luminous environment during the day, when the high values of
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the contrasts (façades, vegetation, sky) can be studied. At night,
more information can be revealed, and that's why we opted for
this approach.
The fact that façade lighting has been neglected is
demonstrated in [3], which is a design guide for vertical surfaces
illumination, but has a very limited use area. And then what
happens if architectural lighting only develops based on
subjective inspiration?
An alarm signal is drawn in [4] because "atmospheric optics
and lighting technology are among the primary sources of
uncertainty in predicting the collective optical effects that all city
lights can have on the diffuse light of a night sky... the
cumulative light emission from all structures in a heterogeneous
light-emitting and blocking urban environment is difficult to
obtain, and still remains inadequately quantified." Obviously,
there are attempts to describe the effect of all light sources in the
urban environment, and it is demonstrated [5] that the façade
lighting presents an increasing trend. Of course, architectural
lighting is not denied, especially since it was used in antiquity
[6]. In the same paper, the authors specify the risk of committing
mistakes, but also the way of succeeding. One of these
successful methods is to model façades in detail and to analyze
HDR (High Dynamic Range) images, as proposed in [7].
Compared to [7], where indoor facades are being studied, in
the present paper, HDR images will be used for outdoor facades
analysis. The same methods based on High Resolution
Luminance Images are available in [8], also applied for outdoor
visual comfort. Obviously, the benefits of HDR images will be
extended for the case of monitoring the façade luminance. The
validity of the use of luminance maps is underlined in [9], where
one highlights details that that the direct, visual observation
cannot detect.
Similarly, as one can find in [10], if we extend the study of
daytime reflexivity façades to night-time, we can expect some
very serious consequences, namely the luminous flux emitted to
the sky.
This criterion is also important in the context of
floodlighting, and interesting conclusions can be found in [11],
where it is demonstrated that a good from bottom to top direction
of reflectors working on a facade may be a better solution than
the top to bottom solution. The latter solution could reflect an
enormous luminous flux to the sky through the reflective effect
of the pavement. For our research, this kind of effect can be
highlighted through luminance maps.

Fig. 1. Obtrusive light

The quantitative criterion proposed will be luminance of the
façades, and also luminance contrast. This parameter
(Luminance contrast - LC) it is not used in present for façades,
but is well known that the visibility depends LC. It gives the
possibility to obtain a better visibility of the façade with lower
illumination.
Some luminance meter are used, in a specialized team. These
measurements generates an important data base, describing the
sources of light pollution.
The method is based on a successive image processing, to
transform RGB information in luminance map. The
optoelectronic function of the camera is used, also the exposure
time, F-number and ISO sensibility. To illustrate this, some
study case are presented, with available comments and relevant
issues.
In Figure 1 is presented an obvious example with a façade
which is target for a obtrusive lighting system (one notice the
shadow of a church, illuminated from the pillars situated in four
corners, one could be seen in fig.1). The surprise consists in the
values of the luminance of the façade, as in fig.2:

A
B

III. METHODOLOGY
These luminance maps could not be available without
calibrating the digital cameras. There are also specialized digital
cameras, standard, but their price makes them inappropriate for
use on a large scale, by a large number of specialists. Calibration
of digital cameras is mentioned in many papers, but most works
elude the essential steps of calibration. In this paper, the
calibration principles described in [12, 13, and 14] have been
used. This calibration details are available in [15], for the
particular camera used (NIKON D5300).

Fig. 2. The luminance map for façade with obtrusive light

Knowing the connection between illuminance E and
luminance L for perfect diffuse reflection:
ߩ
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on find an illuminance close to 15 ÷ 17 lx, a totally
unacceptable value. For tenants, the discomfort generated by the
obtrusive light (indoor) is accentuated by the loss of the night
sky and also the night vision on the city landscape.

B

Extracting the values from a particularly region (A-B in
Figure 2), the supplementary information are available:
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Fig. 3. The luminance variance on the façade from Figure 2, zone A – B.

The difference between the left region (relative shadow) and
the right one is obvious, and even the shadow part has a relative
high luminance.
A different scene is presented in Figure 4, where the subject
is an airplane exposed and illuminated in front of a façade:

Fig. 5. The immage from Figure 4, with HDR, and luminance for obrusive
lighting (zone “A”), shadow of the plane (zone “B”) and the position of the
plane (zone “C”).

The next study case is The Municipal Museum, Iasi City as
Figure 6. Situated in a relative dark area, residential houses with
small streets, the first aspect indicate a pleasant atmosphere,
quite attractive. The luminance values represent a surprise, so a
supplementary picture was necessary, due to higher luminance
as in Figure 7:

Fig. 6. The Municipal Museum Façade, Iaşi City
Fig. 4. A Fight jet exposed in front of a façade

For the beginning, one notice that the dynamic range is not
sufficient to reveal all the luminance field. A different photo was
taken, extending the dynamic range of the image, as in Figure 5.
The absolute values for illuminance are greater than in the first
case, one discover more than 50 lx on some regions of the
façade! More interesting is the poor visual effect obtained for the
fighter jet itself, due the smooth surface and dark painting!
To underline obtrusive light is one objective, but the façades
could also be studied, searching to quantify the importance of
the luminance level but also the contrast of luminance, as in the
next example.

Fig. 7. Shorter time of exposure, for High Dynamic Range
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Fig. 11. Luminance map (cd/m2) for Sf. Golia Church
Fig. 8. The luminance map for the Municipal Museum Façade, cd/m2

Some details are interesting, such as the line A-B, from
where the profile of luminance distribution is presented in Figure
9:

The average luminance is less aggressive than in Figure 6, but
even here the values are too high, and the poor uniformity is
generated by non-optimization of optical lens of luminaires!
This affirmation is much obvious studying the profile of
luminance on the line of windows, A-B in Figure 12:

Fig. 9. The illustration of contrast of luminances, on the line A-B, Figure 8
(cd/m2)

In Figure 9 one notice the existence of the contrast of
luminance, and the architectural details could be accentuated at
much lower values of luminance, in any case not so aggressive.
A lower level of contrast is generated by the floodlighting
solution, as in Figure 10:

Fig. 12. The luminance profile on line A-B from Figure 11, with nonuniformity for the central zone of the churc, and dark windows.

The method will serve as a base for a guide with practical
comments and solution for the improvement of façades
attractiveness and light pollution reduction.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The luminance field gives important information about the
lighting solution of façades. This information will remain
unknown without a luminance map. Using DSRL camera
calibrated for luminance, it is possible to involve a large number
of observers, and it is possible to cover a large area of a city,
giving important information about the level of the luminance
on façades. This information is transparent for public,
increasing awareness facing light pollution. The proposed
method will indicate, for every illuminated façade, some
interesting details:
• The level of luminance, uniformity
• Extreme values of illuminance

Fig. 10. Sf.Golia Church with low luminance contrast

• The light pollution sources

• Details with luminance contrast
Based on this method, a labeling systems for façades
lighting could be propose, including not only the beautification
aspects, but also light pollution problem.
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